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Conjoined twins are rare and pose a challenge to radiologists and surgeons. Craniopagus twins, where conjunction involves the
cranium, are especially rare. Even in large pediatric centers, radiologists are unlikely to encounter more than one such event in
their medical careers. This rarity makes it daunting to select a CT and MRI protocol for these infants. Using the experience of two
tertiary pediatric hospitals with six sets of craniopagus twins, this multidisciplinary and multimodal integrated imaging approach
highlights the key questions that need addressing in the decision-making process for possible surgical intervention.
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onjoined twins are rare, with a prevalence of approximately 1.47 per 100 000 births (1). Craniopagus twins
are joined at any point of the cranium but not at the face
or foramen magnum. This type represents approximately
2%–6% of all conjoined twins and occurs in approximately 0.6 per 1 million births, making it very rare in clinical
practice and posing unique challenges to both radiologists
and surgeons (2–4).
Interestingly, a female preponderance exists in craniopagus twins, with a female-to-male ratio of 4:1 (4).
Antenatal diagnosis is possible with US at as early as 12
weeks gestation (5). Many sets of craniopagus twins do not
survive to full term or to the immediate neonatal period,
with only approximately 25% surviving to the point where
surgical separation can be considered (3). However, surgical separation is becoming more successful because of advances in anesthesia and imaging. Lack of previous success
was due to the reliance on older, conventional radiographic
techniques, including pneumoencephalography (6). The
multidisciplinary decision for surgery remains complex,
as does the evaluation of the likelihood of success and the
ethical dilemmas of potential adverse outcomes for one or
both twins, including both high morbidity and mortality.
This planning phase is typically an elective and prolonged
process unless one of the twins dies. If this occurs, then
expedient separation is necessary to prevent coagulopathy
and related lethal complications in the surviving twin (7).

In this clinical context, multimodal imaging plays
a paramount role in surgical planning by providing
precise data on the complex anatomy of craniopagus
twins. In the past 15 years, two of the largest European
pediatric hospitals have evaluated six sets of craniopagus
twins. Using this experience, we present a systematic
approach to imaging acquisition and interpretation for
craniopagus twins. This approach highlights the key
questions that need to be addressed to assist the surgical teams in their decision-making process in possible
twin separation.

Imaging Planning
Image acquisition in these patients requires careful preprocedural planning to ensure patient safety and good
quality imaging while minimizing ionizing radiation
exposure. A step-by-step approach should be carried out
with attention to different aspects.
Team Approach
The most vital aspect is excellent communication between
all members of the multidisciplinary team. Involved specialties will include radiology, neurosurgery, craniofacial
surgery, anesthetics, pediatrics, three-dimensional (3D)
printing technicians, physicists, allied nursing staff, and
wider support services. Multidisciplinary team communication begins from the point of patient referral with
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Abbreviations
DSA = digital subtraction angiography, 3D = three-dimensional

Summary
Separation of craniopagus twins is a complicated procedure with ethical and technical considerations; a multimodal imaging presurgical
assessment ensures comprehensive evaluation of the twins’ anatomy.

Essentials
n

n

n

A multidisciplinary team is fundamental to guide presurgical diagnostic evaluation in craniopagus twins.
A multimodal integrated imaging approach better defines complex
extracranial and intracranial venous anatomy.
Emerging imaging techniques, such as three-dimensional printing
and virtual reality, represent useful surgical tools.

regular meetings regarding the status of the twins and planned
hospital admission dates.
Scanning Preparation
A lead figure (radiographer or nurse) should be identified for
both CT and MRI to undertake a full assessment of the logistics of the imaging investigations. This individual should also
assess whether these procedures can be safely performed during one general anesthetic episode. Sufficient time should be
allocated for scheduling to prepare the CT and MRI environments and to accommodate anesthetic time and any transfer
between scanners. Because it is a rare occurrence to scan two
patients simultaneously, the requirement for two sets of MRIcompatible monitoring and anesthetic equipment should not
be overlooked.
For patients referred from elsewhere, previous images obtained at the referring center should be evaluated carefully in
the immediate pre-imaging period. In our experience, available
imaging is variable, from the most limited to comprehensive
CT and/or MRI, prenatal US, and fetal MRI (8). Irrespective
of this, we follow a standard imaging protocol for all sets of craniopagus twins on arrival because of the inevitable time delay
in reaching our institutions.
The presumed duration of the protocols should be communicated to both anesthetists and nurses to optimize anesthetic
administration. Moreover, a clear protocol outlining the order
of acquisitions, contrast material doses, and the timing of contrast material administration will avoid confusion and error in a
stressful environment.
Team Briefing
We follow the World Health Organization safety checklist and
hold an initial team briefing before the twins’ arrival to the
radiology department (9).
Limiting Access
Imaging such rare and interesting patients will inevitably attract the attention of staff and students. As the console rooms
are often confined spaces, access should be limited to key members of active staff; this must include the neuroradiologist during CT image acquisition to provide immediate confirmation
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of adequate imaging. We discourage other members of staff,
such as the surgical team, other radiologists, and students, from
being present at the time of CT and/or MRI scan acquisition.
Anesthetics
The anesthetic input for safe examination of the twins requires
special mention. We use general anesthesia to ensure safety and
to eliminate motion artifact. Prolonged sedation combined
with transfer between CT and MRI is unlikely to be successful, except perhaps in the earliest neonatal period. This requires
two anesthetic teams experienced in working in the MRI environment to independently care for each of the twins.
A reported potential problem during anesthesia is differential blood pressure between the twins because of the mixing of
venous circulations. When positioning the twins for imaging,
employing maneuvers, such as a gantry tilt, may provide a preferable solution to pharmacologic agents (10).
Labeling and Orientation
The key to accurate imaging interpretation relies on the correct labeling of twin 1 and twin 2. Decide before imaging how the twins
should be oriented in the scanner. An olive oil capsule placed on
the cheek of twin 1 is a useful reminder. This information should
be recorded within the imaging descriptors to avoid errors at the
time of reporting. The same orientation for both CT and MRI
and for any subsequent imaging examination should be used. To
avoid any potential discrepancy, all of the images should be stored
preferably in both twins’ imaging packets. Do not attempt to crop
or rotate the image to the conventional head-up view for each twin
unless explicitly annotated on the imaging headers.
The same labeling for each twin should be maintained
throughout the entire hospital stay. A color-coding system may
be helpful whereby each twin wears a specific color bracelet. This
is matched with color coding of the individual teams caring for
each twin during imaging and surgery. This system is extremely
useful to avoid confusion among the staff and to remember the
correct positioning of the twins.

Imaging Protocols
Overview of Imaging Requirements
For the surgical teams to plan surgical intervention and assess its
feasibility, comprehensive imaging of the twins to delineate their
combined anatomy is required. This shared anatomy will most
often include the scalp, calvarium, meninges, and superficial venous drainage. Initial assessment includes CT examination with
angiography and venography by means of sequential intravenous contrast material administration into each twin, with 3D
reconstruction of the vessel anatomy and calvarium. MRI examination helps further assess meninges and brain parenchyma,
and also maps eloquent areas, to determine the complexity of
required surgery and potential adverse complications. Conventional digital subtraction angiography (DSA) provides detailed
information on the arterial supply and venous drainage and
serves to confirm the CT and MR angiographic findings (11).
CT and MRI protocols are summarized in Table 1 and
Table 2, respectively.
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Table 1: Suggested CT Protocols

Parameter

Protocol

Field of view
Arterial phase
Venous phase
Contrast material injection

From vertex to C7
Bolus tracking with region of interest in internal carotid artery at C4
40 seconds after end of contrast material injection
2 mL/kg with 3 mL/sec injection flow rate plus 12 mL saline chaser

Note.—For CT protocol, the whole protocol is acquired by contrast material injection into twin 1, allowing
30 minutes to elapse before contrast material injection into twin 2.

Table 2: Suggested MRI Protocols

Basic Sequence

Optional Sequence

Pre- and postcontrast 3D T1-weighted gradient echo (0.8–1-mm
slice thickness)
3D T2-weighted fast spin echo (SPACE, Cube [GE Healthcare,
Milwaukee, Wis], VISTA) (0.8–1-mm slice thickness)
3D FLAIR (0.8−1-mm slice thickness)
Axial diffusion-weighted imaging (3-mm slice thickness)*
Time of flight for MR angiography and venography

Diffusion tensor imaging
Arterial spin labeling
Time-resolved 3D angiography
4D flow sequences

Note.—FLAIR = fluid-attenuated inversion recovery, 4D = four-dimensional, SPACE = sampling perfection
with application optimized contrasts using different flip angle evolution, 3D = three-dimensional, VISTA =
volume isotropic turbo spin echo acquisition.
*Axial plane is considered parallel to the maximum longitudinal plane of both twins.

CT protocol.—Multidetector imaging of the head and cervical
spine should be performed, preferably with dual-source CT.
Three-dimensional reconstructions with bone and soft-tissue
algorithms are useful for planning plastic and craniofacial surgery to obtain anatomic information for skull separation and
subcutaneous implantation of tissue expanders. These reconstructions are especially useful when studying the area of cranial fusion to estimate its extent and the spatial relation between the twins (Figs 1, 2).
CT angiography and venography are fundamental to exclude the presence of shared arterial vessels and to evaluate venous anatomy at the level of fusion. CT venography
provides high-spatial-resolution images, which can be integrated with parenchymal MRI evaluation for presurgical
modeling.
For CT angiography, we recommend administering 15% of
the contrast material volume, waiting 2 minutes, and then using
bolus tracking with manual scan initiation once bright contrast
material fills the internal carotid artery lumen. This guarantees
some peripheral enhancement and aids in the identification of
areas of the brain of one twin perfused by the other (see Vascular
Anatomy section). We use 2 mL/kg of Omnipaque 350 (GE
Healthcare, Cork, Ireland) or Iomeron 300 (Bracco Imaging,
Milan, Italy) depending on patient age, with an injection flow
rate of 3 mL/sec whenever possible and a 12-mL saline chaser.
The dose per twin is calculated by dividing the combined weight
of the twins in half. Venous imaging is performed after a period
of about 40 seconds from the end of the contrast material injection. CT angiography and CT venography are then repeated
in the same manner with injection into twin 2 after a delay of
half an hour to allow for contrast material washout. We think
20

precontrast images are not necessary, particularly with the use of
dual-energy CT.
Multiplanar, maximum intensity projection images and
3D reconstructions should be produced at the end of the
procedure.
MRI protocol.—MRI provides important information regarding the brain parenchymal anatomy, the tissue-vascular interface, meningeal defects, and associated malformations (Figs 3,
4). MRI data can be combined with results from CT angiography, venography, and DSA to obtain a more comprehensive
evaluation of craniopagus twins anatomy with a particular focus at the site of union. In this region, it is paramount to obtain
clear information about vascular (with CT angiography and
venography) and parenchymal anatomy (with MRI with 3D
sequences) and vascular flow dynamics (with DSA) (Fig 5).
For MRI acquisition, preplanning with a phantom is useful to determine the optimal coil coverage. We use a standard
Siemens head phantom (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) (5300
mL) (composition [per 1000 g H2O] 3.75 g NiSO4  6H2O).
Surface coils cover the heads of both twins and have the added
benefit of coil combination selection on some magnets. Standard
head coils are not suitable in view of their closed superior aspect,
which cannot accommodate the second twin.
A standard basic MRI protocol is suggested in Table 2.
High-spatial-resolution 3D volume acquisitions (slice thickness, 0.8–1 mm) are preferred to allow for reconstruction in any
plane because it is impossible to acquire imaging of both twins
in the standard anatomic planes. Because the longest diameter of
the twins is often in the z direction, imaging acquisition in the
sagittal plane will save time for some sequences.
radiology.rsna.org n Radiology: Volume 298: Number 1—January 2021
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Figure 1: Volume-rendered CT images. A, Images in two sets of total craniopagus twins. Occipital craniopagus is shown on left, and vertical type 1 craniopagus is
shown on right. B, Images in four sets of twins with total vertical craniopagus. Type 3 (intermediate rotation) vertical craniopagus is seen in first two twins at left and type 2
(140°–180° rotation) vertical craniopagus is seen in last two twins at right.

Postcontrast 3D T1-weighted gradient-echo isotropic imaging can be used to enhance visualization of complex venous
anatomy and to permit surgical neuronavigation. In these specific gradient sequences, the venous sinuses appear filled with
contrast material and appear as CT venogram-like images,
which can be compared with MR venography and CT venography findings. Given the complex and shared venous anatomy,
it is critical to have as much radiologic information about venous distribution as possible. MRI vascular sequences, such as
time of flight and postcontrast dynamic angiography, help in the
visualization of vascular, in particular venous, anatomy in relation to the brain parenchyma. These findings should be integrated with those obtained with CT venography and DSA to obtain a comprehensive view of the distorted anatomy that could
be of great use to the neurosurgeons when deciding, for example,
the site and trajectory of surgical access and when planning the
different steps of separation to facilitate vascular flow adaptation.
In the same session, it is feasible to use more advanced techniques (Tables 1 and 2) to obtain information about white matter
tract organization (with diffusion tensor imaging), parenchymal
perfusion (with arterial spin labeling), vascular anatomy (with
Radiology: Volume 298: Number 1—January 2021 n radiology.rsna.org

dynamic time-resolved 3D angiography with separate injections
in both twins), and flow direction (with four-dimensional flow
sequences [12]).
Conventional angiography.—Winston and colleagues (13,14)
first outlined the importance of assessing venous drainage
in craniopagus twins for surgical planning in 1987. For this
purpose, DSA still represents an essential technique for both
anatomic delineation of arterial and venous anatomy and for
dynamic evaluation of flow direction and vascular sharing between the twins (14). Digital angiography also plays a fundamental role in defining the efficacy of the surgical planned rerouting of venous circulation after the surgical procedure (15).
Selective DSA with catheterization of the internal and external carotid arteries and vertebral arteries is performed with
delayed venous imaging by means of a sequential arterial puncture of each twin. This is performed on a separate occasion
from CT and MRI, necessitating a further anesthetic procedure. DSA allows for the identification of arterial circulation
sharing, for confirmation of previously obtained CT and MRI
data. It also provides dynamic evaluation of venous circulation
21
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O’Connell classification is based on the size of the
union and extracranial versus intracranial involvement (2–4).
The intracranial contents should be assessed to
determine if there is any sharing of the meninges or
vasculature. This provides the most basic distinction into partial or total craniopagus.
In partial types, the less common variant, the area
of contact between the two skulls is small, and the
intertwin longitudinal axis may be less than 140° in
the angular form (frontal, occipital, or parietal) or between 140° and 180° in the vertical variant. In partial
craniopagus twins, a bony septum may separate the
two brains, the leptomeninges are usually separate
and have little or no vascular sharing, and the calvarial convexity is largely preserved (3,16,17).
In comparison, total craniopagus refers to those
with more extensive sharing of intracranial structures
(4). The cerebral arterial supply is generally separate
from minor leptomeningeal connections, although
larger arteries may occasionally cross from one twin
to the other (16). The cerebral venous drainage is
generally shared with the superior sagittal sinus replaced by a complete or incomplete circumferential
venous sinus, as more frequently observed in total
vertical craniopagus twins. Substantial mixing of the
venous circulations occurs, and it is common for the
blood to drain preferentially to one twin (16).
The orientation of the twins’ faces provides
further subclassification, as follows: type 1faces
the same direction, type 2 faces the opposite diFigure 2: Volume-rendered unenhanced CT images can be useful for, A, scalp and, B, bone
rection (140°–180°), and type 3 has an intermeanatomy definition to plan plastic surgical reconstruction. Area of contact (dotted line) can be
measured to estimate volume of tissue expansion required.
diate angle of rotation (16,18) (Fig 1).
Multiple further subdivisions of these basic
and helps in the identification of the main routes of drainage
classifications are described in the literature (4). We recomin each twin, information that is fundamental to plan each surmend providing 3D-reconstructed imaging of the scalp togical step. The integration of other imaging data, particularly
gether with the bone to assist the surgeons (Figs 2, E1 [online]).
from MRI, is fundamental in identifying relationships between
vascular anatomy (obtained with higher spatial and temporal
Parenchyma
resolution with DSA) and parenchymal anatomy (illustrated
The distortion of parenchymal anatomy can make orientation
with MRI) (Fig 5, C, D). In select cases, DSA enables the possiand interpretation challenging. Three-dimensional volume
bility to assist surgery in vascular separation using embolization
imaging with multiplanar reconstruction is of great assistance.
of communicating vessels (11).
The dura should be traced methodically to determine which
areas have a clear cleavage plane between the two brains and
Key Findings of Imaging Interpretation
which lobes of the twins are in contact (Fig 3). The examination should focus on areas of dural defects at the twin interCraniopagus Classification
face. In one of the sets of twins, we attempted slice-by-slice
The orientation of the twins will have been ascertained clinisegmentation (using both T2- and T1-weighted images) of the
cally. CT imaging (Fig 1) will confirm the site of cranial union.
dura with subsequent 3D printing in three different colors inThe degree of bony union and availability of bone stock should
dicating “presence of dura,” “possible presence of dura,” and
be assessed for future skull reconstruction of the twins, includ“absence of dura.” This proved useful for presurgical planning
ing the presence of diploic bone and the presence of paranasal
(Movie 1 [online]).
sinuses in older children.
The development of the falx cerebri along the midline during
The literature describes a variety of craniopagus classificafetal life is thought to influence the correct development of the
tion systems, with the O’Connell classification being the first
dural venous sinuses and of the superior sagittal sinus (15). Thus,
reported in 1976 (2), and probably the most used, especially afthe visualization of the meninges and of the falx in craniopagus
ter the revision made by Stone and Goodrich in 2006 (3). The
twins may indirectly indicate the disposition of the sinuses (15).
22
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Figure 3: Unenhanced T1-weighted volume images in craniopagus twins. Twin 1 is at the top of all three images, and twin 2 is at the
bottom of all three images. Each twin was imaged in turn to identify lobes (which are often distorted) and dura and to determine sites of contact. Images were obtained from left to right in the sagittal plane in twin 1 and from posterior to anterior in coronal plane in twin 2. Superior
surface of twin 1’s left frontal lobe lies opposite the lateral convexity surface of twin 2’s right parietal lobe, and dura (arrow) in this section is
mostly intact.

involved parts of the brain for
both twins. If these parts include any eloquent regions,
those should be highlighted.
Further assessment can be
performed with supplemental
imaging techniques such as arterial spin labeling or diffusion
tensor imaging. Functional
MRI can be considered in older
children (who are able to follow
necessary commands) to define
hemispheric language dominance (19). Advanced MRI
sequences can be technically
challenging in craniopagus
twins (eg, arterial spin labeling)
or create problems in interpretation because of the distorted
anatomy (eg, color mapping in
diffusion tensor imaging that
Figure 4: Unenhanced T1-weighted volume images illustrate examples of parenchymal bridging between right parietal
will not respect the standard
lobe of twin 1 and right parietofrontal lobe of twin 2 (circles). Dura should be carefully traced to identify defects and parencolor coding). Thus, we suggest
chymal bridging. For each area of bridging, the anatomic segment involved for both twins should be determined (allowing
using and interpreting them
for distorted anatomy) along with whether this involves eloquent areas. This requires identification of central sulcus, which
with extreme caution. Using
may not be clearly identified.
the CT angiography acquisition methods described earlier
can depict the leptomeningeal vascularization with clarity, givInvestigators should assess whether any small parenchying a perfusion-like image to identify part of the brain of one
mal bridges exist between the two brains where no apparent
twin vascularized by the other (Fig 5).
cleavage plane or dura is visualized (Fig 4) and document the
Radiology: Volume 298: Number 1—January 2021 n radiology.rsna.org
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Figure 5: Images show the use of combined information from MRI and CT imaging to assess arterial supply of each brain with sequential contrast material injection into
each twin at CT angiography. Findings are confirmed with conventional angiography. A, B, Maximum intensity projection CT angiograms. The dashed line in A highlights
boundary between the two brains to demonstrate that parietal lobe of twin 2 receives arterial supply from twin 1. The same perfused territory was seen in twin 1 when twin
2 was injected with contrast material (arrow in B). In both twins, dominant supply to posterior parietal lobe was from posterior cerebral artery of other twin, with collateral
supply from their own anterior cerebral artery. C, Sagittal unenhanced three-dimensional T2-weighted image (repetition time msec/echo time msec, 3200/378) demonstrates presence of small connection between occipital lobes of twins (arrow). D, Image from digital subtraction angiography confirms the findings in C, showing connection
between small occipital leptomeningeal arteries (arrow).

There should be a full review of the brain parenchyma to assess for any associated malformations, diffusion abnormalities,
and the myelination status. The ventricles and basal cisterns
should be assessed before moving on to the craniocervical junction and imaged cervical spine.
Vascular Anatomy
CT angiographic, CT venographic, MR angiographic, and MR
venographic imaging for any shared arterial supply or venous
drainage should be assessed. Subsequent DSA of both carotid
arteries and vertebrobasilar systems should be performed in both
twins (20) to corroborate the findings at CT and MRI (Fig 5).
First, the arterial system should be assessed for any cross-over of
supply between the twins by carefully reviewing CT imaging following injection of a contrast medium into each twin sequentially.
Correlating the vascular imaging with the predetermined anatomic
layout of the two brains will assist in ascertaining the location of
any shared arterial supply (Fig 5). Minor leptomeningeal connections are often observed, and larger arteries may occasionally cross
from one twin to the other (17). Maximum intensity projection
reconstructions are often useful in determining the origin of such
vessels. The characteristics of the cerebral venous system are an
important prognostic indicator for successful separation (4).
Second, the deep venous system, which is often normal or less
affected, should be evaluated.
Third, the dural venous sinuses, which are usually abnormal,
should be evaluated. These malformations range from partial connections, where only small parts of the sinuses are shared by means
24

of anastomotic communications, to complete absence of major sinuses and collateral superficial shared vessels that account for the
main venous drainage (Figs 6, E2, F, G [online]). Dural venous
sinuses develop in regions of dural reflections. Thus, they will be
absent when the dura mater is defective (16,21). The superior sagittal sinuses can be fused at the midpoint with large anastomosis, and
part of the drainage can be provided with a complete or incomplete
circumferential venous sinus (Figs E2, F, G [online]). Investigators
should determine, as much as possible, which twin has the circumferential venous sinus and how much of the venous drainage from
the second twin enters this, and from which areas of the brain. The
presence of any smaller collateral venous drainage pathways should
be ascertained.
The vascular anatomy will provide insight into the extent of
venous reconstruction required and the areas of potential ischemia and sacrifice. Endovascular techniques have been reported
in the literature, including temporary balloon occlusion before
vessel sacrifice and coil embolization (16); however, multistage
surgical separation is usually preferred.
Imaging Review, Postprocessing, and 3D Models
We encourage independent neuroradiologic review of images
before collaborative rereview and discussion with one consensus report. Reviewing the images with the surgical teams is vital
in highlighting key findings.
The production of anatomic models will provide additional
understanding of any shared anatomy, but this requires careful imaging segmentation, which can be both challenging and
radiology.rsna.org n Radiology: Volume 298: Number 1—January 2021
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Figure 6: A, C, MR angiograms and, B, D, CT venograms illustrate how the combined information is useful for surgical planning in craniopagus twins to assess the relationship between dural venous sinuses with brain and bone, respectively, as correct definition of dural sinus anatomy can be challenging. This anatomy can vary from small venous
bridges (arrow in A and B ) to sharing of entire sinuses or tracts like in these craniopagus twins, where they share posterior part of superior sagittal sinus (as seen in C and D).

time consuming. Image processing for our cases was performed
with Mimics software (version 23; Materialise, Leuven, Belgium). Close collaboration between the 3D printing technicians and radiologists ensures that the segmentation process is
an accurate representation of the anatomy. Once the imaging
data set has been segmented, it is optimized with a software
such as Meshmixer (version 3.5; Autodesk, San Rafael, Calif ),
where supporting struts between free-floating anatomic structures can be inserted as necessary. Commercial 3D printers are
now able to print complex anatomic models from a range of
materials, such as biocompatible thermopolymers (ie, polylactic acid) in multiple colors (22).
Newer methods such as virtual 3D imaging permit visualization of anatomy in a more immersive way, allowing for
further comprehension of the relationships of the structures
(Movies 1, 2 [online]).
In addition, advanced MRI techniques and postprocessing
tools, such as four-dimensional flow imaging, help integrate the
imaging data to visualize and quantify venous flow orientation
and drainage (23), particularly for complex dural connections in
craniopagus twins. Venous flow volume directions and quantification provide additional information about the hemodynamic
interactions between the two connected dural systems. Interpretation of this data must be validated, but additional four-dimensional flow calculations can be used to better guide intraoperative management in specific circumstances (Fig 7).
Radiology: Volume 298: Number 1—January 2021 n radiology.rsna.org

Associated Anomalies
Finally, craniopagus twins frequently present with additional
comorbidities, including cardiovascular, genitourinary, craniofacial, and neurologic abnormalities (4), occurring in up
to 79% of reported craniopagus twins. The increased venous
drainage to one twin can result in a higher cardiac and urine
output and hypertension in this twin (17). It is therefore imperative that a full assessment is made of the twins by general
pediatricians, who should provide overarching care and coordination of any additional investigations.
Reporting
A report example is provided in Appendix E1 (online).
The report should be divided into the following sections:
(a) introduction, where the radiologic labeling is described
and the type of craniopagus deformity with orientation of
twin 1 to twin 2 is clearly stated; (b) skull and bone appearances and relationships; (c) brain parenchyma appearances
and relationships; and (d) vascular anatomy. It is useful for
clinicians and surgeons to have relevant screenshots embedded in the report (Fig E2 [online]) to help interpret the description of complex radiologic findings. It can often be difficult to identify the perirolandic regions because of the spatial
distortion of the lobes, but if the twins are younger than 1
year, then the myelinated tracts can be traced back to the
eloquent cortex areas (Fig E2 [online]).
25
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Figure 7: Examples of three-dimensional (3D)–printed anatomic models and images obtained with advanced techniques used for surgical planning. A, Axial postcontrast CT image in craniopagus twins. Images in the venous phase were processed with semiautomatic threshold algorithm using range of attenuation values between 978
HU and 1768 HU. Segmentation was performed using Mimics 3D segmentation software (version 23; Materialise, Leuven, Belgium). B, The 3D rendering is transferred to
3D rendering web viewer platform (Sketchfab, New York, NY), which allows surgical team to explore and navigate 3D model using a web page, with powerful rendering
capability. C, “In-house” 3D printing of model was carried out with fused deposition modeling 3D printer using white biocompatible material (polylactic acid). To differentiate anatomic structures, venous vessels were colored in blue. D, Advanced MRI techniques, such as four-dimensional flow sequences, can also be exploited to obtain
information on flow velocity. In this case, intracranial veins obtained with a sagittal four-dimensional flow sequence are segmented with dedicated software (CMR42,
version 5.12; Circle Cardiovascular Imaging, Calgary, Canada). Posterior portion of superior sagittal vein of twin A (arrow), torcular venous connection (*), and dominant
transverse sinus of twin B (arrowhead) are shown in flow velocity color-coded scale.

Surgical Considerations
The primary goal of surgery in craniopagus twins is to accomplish
a correct separation by minimizing the morbidity and mortality
mostly related to the complexity and degree of dural venous sinus
sharing that may influence and cause intraoperative bleeding,
ischemia, and venous hypertension, leading to brain edema (3).
Moreover, cerebrospinal fluid leakage, meningitis, seizures, and
hydrocephalus may represent severe postoperative complications
(13,24). Therefore, in 2016, Harvey et al (4) reviewed all reports
of separation or attempts at separation of craniopagus twins in
the past 20 years (from 1995 to 2015) to identify the factors that
may influence a successful separation. Separation was attempted
in 14 twin pairs, with success in nine. Only one variable among
those investigated (classification, shared cerebral venous drainage, sex, age, and comorbidities) was associated with successful
separation: the presence of vertical craniopagus. However, successful separation was observed with staged separation (where
surgery is completed in multiple discrete procedures) and age of
separation (,12 months).
26

A staged (multiple surgeries) versus a nonstaged (single
surgery) procedure is thought to be the preferred surgical approach. Drummond et al (25) initially proposed the staged
procedure with the primary aim of separating a shared superior
sagittal sinus. A staged procedure includes a period of tissue
expansion (for subsequent scalp closure) and sequential surgeries to separate the vasculature and parenchyma. This gradual
separation encourages the development of collateral circulation draining to the deep venous system in the twin losing the
circumferential venous sinus, allowing for gradual adaptation
of both twins to a major alteration in venous drainage (25).
Multiple staged surgeries have the advantage of reducing the
time of each surgical procedure, thus minimizing the exposure
to anesthesia and lowering the risk of complications such as
bleeding, edema, and ischemia (26). The interval between surgical stages may allow for vascular changes such as the development of collateral flow and time for physical therapy (27).
Follow-up imaging of the staged separation is often necessary
to assess expected and unexpected complications.
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Conclusion
Providing all imaging information to the surgical team permits
effective discussion regarding the potential technical and ethical problems of surgical separation (28). The feasibility of separation must be weighed against temporary or permanent harm
or death of one or both twins. Failure to separate the twins is
likely to condemn them to a difficult future.
In conclusion, radiology plays a vital role in the preoperative
assessment and surgical planning of craniopagus twins. Successful imaging acquisition depends on careful planning and communication, with special attention made to correct labeling and
imaging orientation both at the time of acquisition and during
imaging interpretation.
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